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In this seminar Dr. Godinho will discuss a number of points of law that were touched upon by Macau’s Court of Final Appeal in the decision of Ao Man Long case. This case involves several important aspects of the Macau legal system: the crime of corruption, the crime of money laundering, the crime of illicit enrichment and the right to appeal. Mr. P.Y. Lo will comment generally on the Ao case from the comparative and HKSAR constitutional perspectives and speak specifically on the mutual legal assistance in criminal investigation rendered in HK at the request of the Macanese authorities.

Dr. Godinho is a Portuguese law professor at the Faculty of Law of the University of Macau. Dr. Godinho holds a Ph D from the European University Institute in Florence, Italy and a Master degree in Law at the University of Macau. He is a law graduate of the Faculty of Law of the University of Lisbon (1989). Dr. Godinho has a number of books and academic publications in Portuguese, English and French.

Mr. P. Y. Lo is a practising barrister and Ph D candidate with the University of Hong Kong. He has published on Hong Kong constitutional law, human rights, civil procedure and criminal procedure. He is a current member of the Council of the Hong Kong Bar Association and deputy chairman of the special committee on constitutional affairs and human rights of the Hong Kong Bar Association.
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